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Health Affairs

The Winds of Change

RADM William Lynch, MC, USNR
National VP for Health Programs

t is the end of September, and my
monthly Health Affairs article is due to
NRA Headquarters in a few days. By
the time you read this brief article, the
NRA National Fall Conference will be
over and a new VP for Health Programs
elected. In addition, November 1st will
have come and gone; and I will have
joined the ranks of the Retired Reserve.
It is time to say thanks to all who have
made my tenure as your VP for Health
Programs a memorable and rewarding
experience. RADM Hall, RADM Keith,
and the Headquarters staff have been
extremely flexible and supportive over the
past two years. I owe a very special thanks
to Linda Bautista for her patience with my
Health Affairs article submissions and her

I

Legislative Update strengths of an All-Pro Team – like the
Reserve Force? The Naval Reserve
Force is a trained force, experienced
and ready. They are as ready as any
Force, if given the right equipment and
resources. The technique of policy and
strategy and use of force can be flawed.
Our history has shown that it often
takes outside minds to resolve the
strategic and tactical questions that are
thought of inside the military, and I am
not referring to research centers. It is
called the constitutional rights of
civilian rule of the military. Technology
alone cannot carry the day. Training is
our strength. Technique is something
that is reinvented over and over. Well
trained people (with equipment and
resources) will continue to win our
conflicts and sustain our successes.
In this process of change, I feel it is
time to study the entire Guard and

expert laying out of all-too-often lengthy
articles.
When I assumed this position, I
intended to share the opportunity of
enlightening NRA members on various
health-related issues by using the
expertise of many of our own members.
Thus, I called upon many others to provide
stimulating articles. Over these past two
years, I have received numerous e-mails,
phone calls, and other correspondence
praising the monthly Health Affairs
articles. I cannot thank those contributing
authors enough for their time and talent
and the great articles they provided for our
membership.
As the VP for Health Programs, I was
truly blessed with outstanding support from
an enthusiastic Health Programs Committee.
Committee meetings were always robust,
educational, informative, and entertaining.
Committee members were always eager to
share new ideas and to implement new
programs. Without a doubt, the Health Fair
the Committee provided at the San Diego
Fall Conference was a huge success.
There is still a lot to do, and I have no

doubts that this Committee and its new
VP will continue to be successful.
The winds of change are constantly
blowing, changing the course of the Navy
and the Naval Reserve in order to provide
the superior force and expertise our nation
requires to meet the challenges of the future
and the threats to our national security.
The force of these winds is picking up
speed, and there seems to be a sense of
urgency to transform the Navy’s Active and
Reserve Components. This transformation
will affect not only the war fighters, but
also the supporting corps and staffs.
Everyone will feel these winds of change.
Everyone in the NRA should be
knowledgeable of these transformational
changes and provide comment and positive
advice when appropriate. Negative
commentar y without a workable
substitution plan or policy is of little
value. I encourage all NRA members,
especially the Health Affairs Committee
members, to become involved in the future
of our great Navy. Thanks again for allowing
me the opportunity to serve you, the
Association, and the Navy.
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Reserve issue – top to bottom, outside
of the Department of Defense. Why?
Because, it is rare that DoD gets these
questions right, because of culture and
undue influence. Along with other
associations, the Naval Reserve
Association is calling for a Commission
on Guard and Reserve for the 21st
Century. It is time to take all the multitude
of tactical and strategic questions of use
of these forces to another level. I ask
that you get engaged in calling for this
commission.
An update on current legislative
issues:
The FY 04 Defense Appropriations
Bill is passed.
Delayed decommissioning of Reserve
squadrons until after Comptroller report.
The Authorization Bill will not get
passed until late in the year.
Concurrent Receipt is still a very

hot issue and needs your interaction to
get it going.
Guard/Reserve TRICARE benefits
were passed in the Senate as a part of the
Iraqi supplemental, but still pending
Congressional approval.
Survivors Benefits increase is a part
of the Tax Bill, which is stalled in Ways
& Means.
Federal Long Term Care authorization
is still pending in Authorization Bill.
Commissary Access is still pending
in Authorization Bill.
As suggested above, the following
may be worth your time to review for a
new look at warfare:
The New Face of War: How War will
Be Fought in the 21st Century; The
Mission: America’s Military in the
21st Century; Crisis of Islam: Holy
War and Unholy Terror, Just War Against
Terror.

